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JUMPER

WARM-UPS
How a good warm-up plan can maximize
your performance in the ring.
By Jenni and Steve McAllister

T

o perform a successful jumper round, both you and your horse need
to be physically and mentally prepared for the questions asked by the
course designer. Your horse’s jumping mechanism—his muscles, tendons
and ligaments—needs to be warm and supple to perform its best but not
worked to the point where fatigue might set in while he’s still on course.
He needs to be mentally focused and tuned up, too. Similarly, your body
needs to be warm and loose and your brain must be fully engaged in the task at hand.
Both of you should enter the ring feeling prepared and confident.
In this article, we’ll share our basic system for warming up a horse for the jumper
ring. We’ll cover our flatwork strategy and then move on to jumping, starting with a big
crossrail, then advancing to a vertical and finishing with an oxer. We’ll also discuss how
we adjust our plan depending on the horse’s strengths and weaknesses and the questions a particular course is asking. It’s very important to tailor your warm-up to each situation and to your horse’s (and your) individual needs. Our goal with this story is to give
you ideas to create or fine-tune your own plan to prepare for the jumper ring and have
a successful ride.
As you devise your warm-up plan, keep in mind that less is more when it comes
to the number of jumps you do. Polls of trainers suggest horses begin to lose their best
shape in the air after about 36 jumping efforts. So, if your horse will be jumping 15
fences on course, and hopefully another six to eight in the jumpoff, that leaves you with
only about 13 to 15 warm-up jumps, including the jumpoff warm-up. Similarly, the extremely powerful, collected canter we try to create in the approach to each jump can be
taxing on a horse’s muscles. Rather than ask your horse to stay in that canter for much
of your warm-up, aim to produce it for only the last few strides of each approach.
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Most importantly, remember that the
warm-up is not the time to train. Address
whatever skills you need to work on or
problems that need solving at home. And
use only exercises in the warm-up that
your horse has already seen at home so
there are no surprises for him.

Mental Preparation
We’re strong proponents of visualization.
Ride the course in your mind until you
know exactly what you’re going to do at
every point—where you’ll balance your
horse, where you can take a breather and
regroup, etc. If you’re worried about a
fence, blow out your breath as you get to
that jump in your mind, imagine having a
really positive ride there, then move on to
the rest of the course.
Depending on where you are in the
order of go, you can do this visualization
somewhere quiet in the barn or while
walking your horse around the warm-up
ring. Also plan a time to recite the course
to someone—a trainer, parent, spouse or
friend. Name each jump in terms that conjure up the best image for you (for example, “the blue planks” or “the yellow triple
bar”). Repeat this until you can recite the
entire course without any prompting. The
goal is to enter the ring so mentally pre-
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Flatwork

1. For the first five minutes of a warm-up for the jumper ring, your
goal is to stretch and loosen your horse’s muscles in preparation
to jump. Riding with long, soft reins here, Jenni is encouraging
her grand-prix horse, 14-year-old Holsteiner Casseur de Prix, to
stretch his frame. His long, relaxed topline allows him to swing his
legs freely, thus warming up all of the muscles in his body. The
big, 17.3-hand gelding can be a little tense and reluctant to take
a hold of the bit, so Jenni encourages him to relax and move
forward into the bridle.

3. She does the same thing at the canter. The lengthening and
shortening help to shift Casseur back on to his haunches, creating
the compression he’ll need for takeoff over fences. He’s wellbalanced between her hands and legs, responding to the latter by
stepping well underneath himself with his hind legs and accepting
solid contact with the reins. Through the progression of the flat
warm-up, he has significantly ramped up his intensity, gathering
the extra energy he’ll need in the ring.
The focused look on Jenni’s face indicates that she’s
concentrating on how Casseur is feeling today. She’s connecting
to him through her legs, seat and reins, trying to get a sense of
what he needs to work on in his warm-up to achieve his best
performance.
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2. Jenni asks Casseur to collect his frame. With stronger leg aids,
she asks him to engage his hindquarters, producing more power
and elevating his forehand. Her shorter reins help to compress
his frame and stride. She’ll then start to ask him to lengthen and
shorten his stride alternately. This will warm up his muscles further
and tune up his responsiveness to her aids.

pared that you almost feel as if you’ve already ridden the course.
Be aware of the role that nerves can play on your mental
state, too. Nerves are probably responsible for 90 percent of riders going off course. If you feel nervous, ask, “What am I nervous
about? What do I need to do to stop feeling nervous?” Then do
that. So if a certain turn is worrying you, find a way to simulate
that in the warm-up.
Watching other riders jump the course can be both constructive and destructive. It helps to see if the course rides the way
you expected it to, but watching too many rides can be confusing
and even upsetting. Instead, try to single out just a few horses
who look like they’ll go similar to yours. Otherwise, have faith in
your plan.
Timing your warm-up is very important, too. All riders have a
personal preference for how early they want to be mounted and
how much time they want to spend on flatwork and jumps. If
you know you need extra time by yourself to get into “the zone,”
work that into your plan.
Here’s a general framework to guide you in preparing your
plan:

Flatwork
We generally recommend getting on your horse when you
have about 12 horses to go before your turn. Walk around the
schooling area for several minutes before picking up the trot.
The goal of your flatwork is to warm up, loosen up and stretch
your horse’s muscles in preparation to jump. This isn’t the time to

Big Crossrail

1. In the approach to their first warm-up jump, a big crossrail,
Jenni keeps Casseur’s canter slow and compressed, using firm leg
aids to produce plenty of impulsion while staying connected with
a soft back, light seat and soft arms. By keeping her upper body
vertical, she helps him to maintain a collected, uphill balance.

2. This nicely balanced canter brings Casseur to a good takeoff
spot, close enough that he has to rely on his power, rather than
speed, to clear the fence neatly. Jenni maintains the rein contact in
the air so she can communicate with him immediately on landing.
Meanwhile, she keeps her own body well balanced over a secure
lower leg and deep heel. She always keeps her legs on the horse
in the air so there’s never a break in contact.

drill him and insist on absolute correctness. Instead, spend
about five minutes asking him to stretch his head and neck
forward and down to go long and low at the walk, trot
and canter.
After that, shorten your reins and gradually ask him to
go forward from your leg into your hand for a little more
collection. Then spend some time lengthening and shortening his stride at all three gaits. Depending on his level of
training, work in some familiar lateral work.
When your horse feels physically warm and limber,
take a walk break and check how many horses are left
ahead of you.

Start with a Big Crossrail

3. After jumping the crossrail from a straight approach one or two times,
Jenni approaches it from a mild angle. Because the rails are so high on the
sides, Casseur has to pick up his feet even more carefully to avoid hitting
the jump. In the air, Jenni is already opening her right rein to ask him to
turn his body slightly so they land straight on a track perpendicular to the
jump.
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When there are about five horses in front of you, start
the jumping phase of your warm-up. Set the jump cups
for your crossrail as high as legally possible within the
U.S. Equestrian Federation rules. This will encourage your
horse to use his shoulder and chest muscles to rotate and
lift his scapulas (shoulder blades) and forearms. Place a
ground rail 9 to 12 inches from the base of the jump, on
each side, to help him arrive at a comfortable takeoff spot,
so he has plenty of time to lift his front end and “roll,” or
rotate, his body smoothly over the jump.
Approach the crossrail in a slow, powerful canter, using
your legs to create impulsion and your seat and reins to
collect his energy. This will encourage your horse to use
power, rather than speed, to clear the fence. Do this once

Before Getting On

Much of an effective warm-up occurs before you even get on your horse.
Start by identifying your specific goals for a particular class. Is this a
confidence-builder or are you aiming to win? Are you preparing for a more
important class later in the week? Did you or your horse have a problem in
the last class that you want to address? Be honest with yourself. For example, if you know you’re a bit of a control freak, try to produce the feeling of
letting yourself get a little run away with in the warm-up.
In your course walks, you should have identified the questions that will
be most challenging for you and your horse. In the main story, we explain
how to incorporate these questions into your warm-up so you feel ready to
tackle them.
Find out ahead of time if any conditions might make the warm-up more
challenging than usual. For example, is the schooling area significantly
smaller or bigger than the competition ring? Is the footing or lighting different? Is the warm-up ring set on sloping or uneven ground? Will the traffic be extremely heavy? Talk with your trainer about ways to adjust your
warm-up plan to compensate for these variations.

in each direction. If the jump is flagged to
be jumped in only one direction—with the
red flag on your right—approach it in that
direction, first on one lead and then on
the other. Then approach the crossrail on
a circle or turn, asking him to turn slightly
in the air so that he lands on a straight
line. This will sharpen his technique without scaring him.
If your horse has a lazy front leg, approach the crossrail at an angle, so that
you arrive closer to the high part of the
“x” on the side he tends to hang his leg.
So, for example, if he has a lazy right front
leg, approach the jump heading from right
to left. Again, ask him to land on a straight
line, perpendicular to the fence. Your
purpose is still primarily to warm up your
horse’s jumping mechanism. You’ll also
start to get a feel for how he’s feeling. Is he
fresh, lazy, nervous?
Throughout the rest of your warm-up,
use the landing sides of the jumps to work
on his rideability. Approaches are important, but what you do after each fence
is the most important. This is the time to
correct whatever went wrong before the
fence. For example, if he opened his step
too much in the approach, ask him to land
and shorten his stride. If you have trouble

bending him to the left in the approach,
turn left afterward. If he gets out of balance in the approach, do some transitions
or lateral work on the landing side. Always
react to his mistakes after he lands, not
while you’re in the air.
The landing side of jumps is also a
good time to remind your horse to be
on his toes for the constantly changing
demands he’ll face on course. Test his
responsiveness by changing your speed or
direction every four to six strides—speed
up, slow down, turn, speed up and so on.
You also can ask him to land on a certain
track, angle or lead.
Although we’re not proponents of
forcing multiple rubs in the warm-up, we
allow horses to make mistakes so that
they’re more careful in the ring. Throughout your entire warm-up, try not to protect your horse from hitting the jumps.
Don’t hold him off the fence with your
reins in the approach or override with
your legs and seat. Don’t abandon him,
either, by riding with less-than-normal rein
and leg support. If he makes a particularly
beautiful effort over a fence, instead of
pushing him more to try to get a rub,
bring him to a walk, pat him, say “good
boy” and give him a breather. Let his
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memory of that good jump sink in.
After you’ve jumped the crossrail about
three times, give him another breather.

Progress to a Vertical
Next, change the crossrail to a vertical set
two or three holes lower than competition
height. The goal is still to encourage the
full range of motion in your horse’s shoulders. If that’s already feeling really good
at this point, you can start with a slightly
higher vertical. Roll the ground rails in to
about 3 inches from the base of the jump.
This will invite him to get closer to the
jump on takeoff and possibly rub a rail.
Approach the vertical with a little more
pace than you had over the crossrail, daring him to snap his legs up more quickly
in the air. Continue to test his responsiveness after the jump with frequent changes
of pace, turns, lateral work, etc.
If he tends to get “bullying” in the approach—pulling on the reins and getting
underneath the fence (too close to it on
takeoff to produce his best jump)—roll the
ground rails back out to about 6 inches to
encourage him to jump better.
If your horse drops his hind end a little
in the air (a habit your ground person
might notice or that would be evident
if he frequently knocks down rails with
his hind legs), place a rail on the ground
either 9 or 18 feet away from the jump
on the landing side. This will catch his attention as he lands and remind him to be
more careful with his hind feet. Note: For
all gymnastic exercises like this one, adjust
the distances to make them comfortable
for your horse’s natural stride. Don’t make
them so short or long that he might run
into trouble. The goal is to show him what
he can do, not what he can’t.
Each time you jump the vertical, increase the height by one or two holes until
you get to show height. Repeating the
same height over and over again wastes
your horse’s jumping efforts. Only do it
after a very bad effort or because you’ve
reached the maximum height. Otherwise,
move on to the next height or exercise.
After most moderately bad efforts, such
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Vertical

1. Jenni progresses to a vertical, approaching it with a little more
pace than she used for the crossrail. Even in this more forward
canter, she stays connected with Casseur through her hands, seat
and legs.

2. Although the added pace dares him to get closer to the fence
and risk hitting it, he stays in balance and arrives at another nice
takeoff spot, then folds his forelegs carefully over the jump.

3. Now Jenni plays with Casseur’s adjustability on the landing side
of the jump. First, she adds a rail 18 feet after the vertical. After he
lands, Jenni sits up and closes her fingers on the reins to ask him to
collect his stride. You can see he’s come up to her hand, balancing
himself for the shorter stride.

4. Jenni tests the opposite extreme, rolling the rail out to 21 feet
from the jump. When Casseur lands, she uses a more-forward
upper-body position and softer, following reins to encourage him
to lengthen his stride to reach the rail. Compare his longer stride
and frame here to his more collected frame and stride in Photo 3.

as a missed distance or knockdown, both
you and your horse will usually know why
you made the mistake and won’t need
repetition to learn from it.
Now is the time to begin fine-tuning
your warm-up. Create exercises to address

the questions on course that you think
will be most challenging for you and your
horse. Here are some sample exercises:
Exercise 1
Challenge: Collecting for a short distance. For example, if a vertical is followed
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by four or five short strides to an oxer, the
sooner you can collect after landing from
the vertical, the more forward you’ll be
able to ride to the oxer.
Solution: Place a rail on the ground 18
to 21 feet after the vertical, again adjusting

© TASS JONES
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the distance to produce a comfortable one
stride. This will naturally encourage him
to shorten in the first stride after landing.
(Once he’s backing himself off the rail,
you may be able to shorten the distance a
little more to ask for additional collection.)
Use the rail to remind yourself to immediately get back into position, too.
Exercise 2

Challenge: Hot horse who runs off on
the landing side of the jumps.
Solution: Set a rail 32 feet (two strides,
adjusted for your horse’s natural stride) after your warm-up vertical. When he lands,
stretch your body upward and let the rail
do the work. After jumping through this a
few times, he’ll figure out that he needs to
slow himself down on landing.
Exercise 3
Challenge: A longer-than-usual distance
in a combination. Because they see so
many tight combination distances, horses
generally expect to jump into one and
have to “back up” (collect the stride) right
away. When suddenly faced with a longer
distance, they can sometimes get into
trouble and arrive too far away from the
out jump.
Solution: Set a rail 24 feet after your
warm-up vertical. This will encourage him
to open up his stride on landing.
Exercise 4:
Challenge: A bending line in the direction that your horse has trouble with—for
example, he tends to bulge his shoulder to
the outside.
Solution: Place a rail three to four
strides away from the jump, then ride a
curved track from the jump to one side of
the rail. So, for example, if you’re practicing for a line that bends to the left, aim to
cross the left-hand side of the rail.
Once your horse is using his shoulders
well over the vertical, give him another
breather and take a moment to check
your equipment—galloping boots, bit,
spurs, etc.

Build an Oxer
Next, move on to a ramped oxer. If you
can, build it so that you’ll jump it first in
the direction that your horse goes best.
Leave the vertical as is for the back rail,
then add a second set of standards in front
of it so the width of the oxer is about half
the width of the widest fence on course.
Set the front rail about two holes lower
than the back rail, and place a ground rail
about 3 inches in front of the jump.
Approach this oxer at ring pace or
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even a little faster than ring pace. Open
up your horse’s step on the long side of
the arena, letting him run away from you
and even get a little out of balance. (This
will produce the power you want to collect in front of the jump and will test his
rideability.) As you make your turn to the
oxer, start to ask for balance and control
again so that he arrives three or four
strides away from the jump with the correct amount of speed and impulsion for
the size of the jump.
If you can, reverse the ramp jump
(lower the back rail, raise the front rail) so
you can jump it from the other direction.
Next, if your horse’s hind legs feel
loose and free (you’re feeling that extra
kick in the air) and he’s jumping across
the oxer easily, raise the front rail to one
hole lower than the back rail and widen
the oxer to the maximum height and
width on course. (If your horse is young,
it may not be necessary to jump the maximum height in warm-up, which might
scare him. Courses are designed to build
a horse’s confidence as he progresses.
So, for example, if you’re jumping in the
1.25-meter class, it’s fine to warm up over
just a 1.20-meter oxer.)
If your horse makes a particularly
impressive effort over the oxer, consider
lowering the height for your next attempt.
This will reassure him that the jumps
won’t always be so big. For some horses,
giving such a great effort can be a little discouraging unless you immediately follow
it with a confidence-builder.
Then take a break and evaluate how
you and your horse are feeling. Do you
want to jump higher or wider? This might
help improve a lazy hind end. Do you
want to try for a rub—riding to the oxer
with plenty of pace and soft hands? Do
you need to widen the ground rail to improve his technique in the air?
Depending on your personal timing
preference, plan to jump your last one
or two jumps at about the time the rider
before you is midway through the course.
We usually go back to a vertical at the
end of the warm-up—unless that particu-
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Oxer

1. For the oxer, Jenni combines all of the components of the warmup to create Casseur’s best jumping effort. She asks him to produce
even more impulsion in the approach, as you can see by how far
he’s reaching under his body with his hind legs. You already can
see his body shifting backward, preparing to push off the ground
with maximum power.

lar horse needs more encouragement to
jump across his fences or sometimes when
the course starts with an oxer. A final vertical reminds the horse to be a little more
collected and to round up his arc in the
air in case he got a little flat over the oxer.
Some people like to go to the ring on a

2. The result: a nice, big effort in the air. Jenni and Casseur are
both physically and mentally warmed up and ready to go in the
ring and tackle the course with confidence.

rub, but we’d rather end the warm-up on
a confident effort so the horse goes to the
ring feeling like he’s jumping well.
Now your challenge is to bring your
warm-up into the ring. From your last
warm-up jump to the moment you
enter the ring, keep your mental focus.

Ground Rails

Ground rails can be excellent tools in the warm-up. They can be set on
the ground close to the fence with either one rail in front of it or one in
front and one behind so your horse jumps the rails as part of his jumping effort. He uses the front rail to measure his distance to the base of
the jump and judge his takeoff and the back rail to plan his landing. Or
they can be set farther from the fence so he canters over them separately
from the jump.
We like to use them to shape the horse’s bascule (the shape of his
jump over the fence), to improve carefulness and to simulate questions
on course. We offer some examples in the main article. If ground poles
are not available, think of creative ways to achieve the same goals.
Even just imagining a ground rail on the landing side of a jump or at a
point where you plan to initiate a turn can make a difference.
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Now is not the time to hang out at the
in-gate and chat. Separate yourself from
other riders and your entourage and either
visualize the course one more time or
recite it to your ground person. Stay 100
percent in your competitive groove.

Jumpoff Warm-up
If you’re fortunate enough to make it into
the jumpoff, remember how few good
jumping efforts your horse has left. The
previous round has already warmed him
up. Your goals now are just to get his
front end and hind end working quickly.
Start with one or two small verticals. If
you have a particular concern about the
course, for example, a tight turn to the
right, practice this now. Then pick up the
pace a bit more than your earlier warm-up
and jump a few verticals and oxers to simulate your speed on course. Try to limit
your jumps to four or five. Many jumpoffs
are lost in the warm-up, so don’t get too
aggressive. And, as always, have faith in
your plan.

ADVERTISEMENT

ARTHRITIS AND THE SENIOR HORSE

As horses age, the wear and tear of a lifetime of activity takes its toll on joints,
leading to the development of arthritis. While there is no cure for arthritis,
there are ways we can keep older horses more comfortable.

4 SUPPLEMENTS THAT
CAN HELP KEEP
ARTHRITIC HORSES
MORE COMFORTABLE.
1) Increase the omega-3 fatty acids in
the diet to reduce inflammation.
To help reduce joint inflammation,
feed a diet high in omega-3 fatty
acids, which are anti-inflammatory
in nature. Research has shown that
arthritic horses supplemented with
EPA and DHA, marine sources of
omega-3 fatty acids, had reduced
levels of inflammation, exhibited less
pain, and had longer stride length.
2) Incorporate a complete joint supplement to maintain healthy cartilage,
support adequate levels of synovial
fluid, and reduce inflammation.
A high-quality joint supplement
should contain effective levels of
the following key nutrients:
• Glucosamine and chondroitin
sulfate that supply the building
blocks for healthy cartilage.
• Hyaluronic acid (HA) to sustain
protective synovial fluid.
• Manganese sulfate, an important
cofactor in resilient connective
tissues.

3) Supplement adequate amounts of
natural vitamin E.
Vitamin E is an essential nutrient
that helps the older horse maintain
a robust immune system, strong
muscles, and healthy nerve function,
all of which reduce the level of stress
placed on older joints. This is
particularly important in older
horses that are not able to graze on
good pasture for a large portion of
the day or during the winter months
when green grass is not available.
For older horses that are hanging
out, or in light work, the recommended level of natural vitamin E in
the diet is 1,000 to 2,000 IU per day.
For horses that are working harder or
are otherwise stressed, the recommended
level is 3,000 to 5,000 IU per day.
4) Protect your horse’s digestive tract.
The use of NSAIDs and other pain
medications may irritate an older
horse’s stomach. Including a supplement that supports a healthy stomach
environment will keep older horses
more comfortable.
As more and more of us enjoy the
company of our horses into old age,
it is imperative to address the
problems that accompany aging in
an appropriate manner. Paying close
attention to how our horse feels and
making the necessary adjustments
in their diet and management will
ensure that our older horses are

happy, healthy, and sound well into
their senior years.

SUPPLEMENTS
RECOMMENDED FOR
OLDER HORSES
ELEVATE®
Maintenance Powder,
natural vitamin E
JOINT ARMORTM
A complete
joint supplement
CONTRIBUTETM
Marine source
of omega-3 fatty acids
NEIGH-LOX®
ADVANCED
Maintains a
healthy stomach
and hindgut

Got questions?
We have answers.
Contact us today.

KPPusa.com, 859-873-2974,
info@KPPusa.com

THE WONDERS OF

WICKING

PHOTOS BY ©AMY KATHERINE DRAGOO

A competitor and veterinarian teaches you how to dry your damp
horse on a cold winter day. By Heather Hoyns, DVM, with Elizabeth Iliff

If your horse is wet, a
polar fleece cooler will
help pull the moisture
away from his coat
while keeping him from
getting chilled.

M

OTHER NATURE
EQUIPPED our horses with
highly effective “clothing”
to keep them warm and comfortable
in even the coldest, snowiest winter
weather. The long hairs of their winter
coats stand on end to create an insulating layer of warm air around their bodies. When a layer of snow accumulates
on their backs, their coats’ natural oils

and thick hair prevent the moisture from
reaching the skin.
Horses even have a built-in wicking system: When their coats get wet,
their body heat pushes the moisture
out toward the tips of the hairs where it
then evaporates into the air. When the
air temperature is below freezing, this
moisture may even form icicles on the
tips of the hairs—still a comfortable dis-
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tance from the skin.
For those of us who choose to work
with this incredible system rather than
replace it with body clipping and blanketing, one of the biggest challenges
we face is drying off our horses when
they get too wet. Whether your horse is
sweaty from a hard ride or “soaked to
the bone” by rain, his wet coat temporarily loses its ability to create a warming

PHOTOS BY ©AMY KATHERINE DRAGOO

ABOVE: You
know your
cooler is working when you
see droplets
beading on
the outside
surface.

air space around him.
Throwing him into his
stall—or, even worse,
turning him out—on a
brisk, cold day (temperatures below 40
degrees Fahrenheit
and/or windy conditions) without drying
him off first may cause him to become
chilled and burn extra energy trying to
keep warm. But that doesn’t mean you
have to spend hours towel drying him
or leaving him under fancy heat lamps.
The simple wicking technique I’ll share
in this article requires very little time and
a minimal budget.

Wicking Coolers
The only essential equipment you’ll
need is a wool or polar fleece cooler.
Both are excellent wicking materials
designed to create an air space around
your horse. His body heat warms up this
air space, which then draws the moisture away from his skin to the outer
surface of the blanket. When you see
moisture droplets beading on the outside of your horse’s cooler, that means
it’s working.
Heavyweight wool coolers are handy

for extremely cold days but, if you’re on
a budget, one lightweight one will do the
job for most conditions. In my experience, polar fleece doesn’t wick quite as
effectively as wool, but it is more durable and easier to work with because it’s
machine washable and moth-resistant.
Coolers are also now available in various
types of high-tech synthetic wicking materials. These work well, too.
Cotton, on the other hand, is not a
good wicking material. It holds moisture
against your horse’s skin, making him
clammy. (If you know any hikers, you
may have heard the saying, “Cotton
kills.”) So, although Irish-knit coolers
have been used on horses for years, and
they’re fine for warm, sunny days, I’d
avoid putting one on a damp horse in
cooler weather.
Here’s how to use your cooler.

Drying a Warm Horse
After a winter day’s ride, your unclipped
horse may be damp with sweat even
after he has cooled out—that is, his body
temperature has returned to normal. The
key to helping him dry is to enhance,
rather than interfere with, the coat’s natural wicking process I described above—
without making him so warm that he
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begins to sweat again. It’s
very common for riders
to pile too many blankets
on their horses after a
workout, thinking that
their mounts are cooling
off as quickly as they are
themselves. But equine
body temperatures
don’t drop as quickly as
humans’ do. A horse’s
just-worked muscles can
easily heat up again to
the point where he “resweats” if you cover him
with blankets, particularly if he is unfit or his
workout was harder than
usual.
To prevent this from
happening, end your ride
with 5 to 10 minutes of
walking, either under saddle or by hand,
to bring your horse’s breathing and skin
temperature back to normal. Watch his
nostrils or sides to monitor his breathing
and feel his neck and shoulders with
a bare hand to check his temperature.
There is usually no need for him to
wear a cooler while you walk him under saddle; you can add a rump rug or
quarter sheet for the last few minutes of
your ride if it’s especially windy or cold.
(If you cover your horse before his body
temperature returns to normal, he may
become too warm and break out in a
“second sweat.”)
After you’ve cooled him out, dismounted and untacked, give him a quick
brushing to “straighten” any hairs that
were matted or mussed by sweat and
tack, then dress him in your lightweight
cooler. Secure it well enough to keep
it from shifting as he moves around in
his stall. Some coolers come fitted with
chest and belly straps for this purpose.
More traditional, square coolers need
to be closed in the front with a blanket
clip—a large metal utility-type clip—and
held in place with an elastic surcingle.
(Both are available through tack stores
and online catalogs.)
If you plan to turn out your horse

Additional
after your ride, cover the cooler with
straw absorb some of the moisture, it
Drying Tips
a lightweight, water-resistant, breathadds an extra layer of air space around
able turnout sheet. This will protect the
On most days, the process I described
your horse, helping to draw the water
cooler from rips and tears and help hold
above should dry your horse sufficiently.
droplets to the outer layer of clothing
it in place. Things tend to slip around
However, if
where it can then evaporate. Be sure to
more when horses are turned out, so fithe’s extremely wet, you may want to do
put hay in front of your horse as well, so
ted, secured coolers are best in this case.
a little manual drying before applying a
he’s not tempted to reach around and
The turnout sheet also will provide some cooler. I’ve had the best success with
eat what’s under his cooler. It’s usually
defense against the elements while your
a household-cleaning product called
not a good idea to try this on horses
horse’s natural “weatherproofing” system
Micro Fiber™ Miracle Cloth. It is made
turned out together, as it encourages
is being restored to normal. But it won’t
of super-absorbent fabric that holds
them to nibble at each other’s coolers.
prevent your horse from drying off
many times its weight in moisture. You
Drying a Cold Horse
thoroughly. (On the other hand, if you
can rub it over your horse’s dampest
put on just a turnout sheet without a
areas, such as the saddle and girth area,
All of the above techniques also
cooler underneath, you’ll lose that valuears and flank, wring it out when it’s
work for drying a horse brought in
able air space above the skin and slow
saturated and rub some more.
soaking wet from rain. However, if the
the wicking substantially. I would
weather has chilled your
only recommend doing this with
horse, too, he won’t have the
a horse that is just slightly damp
added benefit of body heat to
in the flank area, for instance.)
drive the moisture away from
One reason I choose not to body clip my horses is
Some manufacturers now make
his skin. So to keep him from
breathable, water-resistant turnbecause blanketing can be physically uncomfortgetting too cold and to speed
able. Many horses develop irritating rubs on their
out sheets with mesh linings that
up the drying process, you
shoulders, chests and withers from the constant
create the air space necessary for
may need to use a heavier
friction of the blankets. I’ve also noticed some of my
wicking moisture. These can be
cooler or an additional blanused on damp horses without a
equine patients developing muscle soreness and
ket layered over the cooler.
cooler underneath.
general discomforttoward the end of the winter.
A little extra r ubbing with the
Although there’s no way to prove that this is caused
With this clothing secured in
Magic Cloth will help, too.
by blankets, I suspect that the added weight and
place, you can leave your horse
As your horse dries, be sure
restriction of movement is a factor. Fortunately, the
to dry off on his own, so long
to monitor his temperature
as you’re sure he’s completely
newer high-tech materials in today’s blankets are
carefully, feeling his chest
cooled down and not overblanmuch lighter and more breathable—so they’re less
and flanks for overheating
uncomfortable for horses. Still, if you do blanket,
keted. (To check this, slip a hand
and watching for shivering
under his cooler to feel his chest
remember that it’s always better to underblanket
that would indicate he’s too
than overblanket.
and flank areas. They shouldn’t
cold. In the latter case, you
be any warmer than your own
may need to replace the first
skin. The first few times you use
cooler with a dry one or add
the cooler, you may want to check him
In rare cases, an extremely wet
more layers to warm him up again. PH
again after half an hour or so.) Dependhorse may saturate a cooler with sweat
ing on how wet your horse is, it may
before he’s completely dry. This will
Dr. Heather Hoyns is an equine veteritake him an hour or more to dry off
slow down the drying process. You’ll
narian with her own practice, Evergreen
completely after a ride. I often go back
know it has happened when the cooler
Equine, in West Windsor, Vermont. She also
to work after a midday ride, leaving my
feels wringing wet. Leaving a saturated
has competed in trail and endurance riding
horse’s cooler on until I get home in
wool or polar fleece cooler on your
since the late 1970s. Down-to-earth stable
the evening. If you ride late in the day
horse is still better than exposing his
management techniques help her make
and need to turn out your horse for the
damp body to wind and cold. However,
time for conditioning two horses for 50- and
night, it’s OK to leave a cooler and turnif you have more than one cooler, re100-mile rides, in addition to working a fullout sheet on overnight. When you do
placing the saturated cooler with a dry
time job. She explains, “I’m a fan of the KISS
remove his clothing, “fluff” up any matone will speed things up.
principle—Keep It Simple!” Among other
ted or flattened hair with a stiff brush to
Placing handfuls of hay or straw unsuccesses, she and her 14-year-old partner,
restore its normal texture. (Like wet hair, derneath your horse’s cooler or between
Just Bill, won the second day of the 2006
matted hair loses its ability to trap warm
two coolers can enhance the wicking
Mustang Memorial 50/50-mile ride in the
air around the horse’s body.)
even further. Not only does the hay or
Pine Barrens of New Jersey.

To Clip or Not to Clip
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